Starting in 2003 Electroimpact began development on a comprehensive kinematic and compensation software package for machines with large envelopes. The software was first implemented on Electroimpact's Automatic Fiber Placement (AFP) equipment. Implementation became almost universal by 2005. By systematically collecting tracker measurements at various machine poses and then using this software to optimize the kinematic parameters of the machine, we are able to reliably achieve machine positional accuracy of approximately 2x the uncertainty of the measurements themselves.
INTRODUCTION
Since automatic machine tools are used to assemble and manufacture twin-aisled commercial aircraft parts, extremely large envelope machines are often required and appropriate. Traditional methods of machine compensation for accuracy are not ideal for these large structures. Additionally, machine accuracy specifications do not consider the needs of the part being manufactured nor do the prescribed tests give a full picture of the machine accuracy in the machining envelope. Electroimpact tackles these problems by carefully measuring the effect of each axis' motion at the point of application (the tool-tip) and quantifying the six-degree-of-freedom machine accuracy results at the tool-point. In this paper, we will describe how we use a serial link kinematic chain to carefully account for each axis' characteristics and how the metrology data is collected and why. Finally, this paper will discuss ideas for more appropriate specifications pertaining to machine accuracy and performance of large envelope machine tools. Included in this paper is a case study of the section 41 AFP machines in Wichita, KS ( Figure 1 ).
TRADITIONAL MACHINE COMPENSATION
Typical machine compensation is accomplished by exercising an individual axis and applying a compensation amount that attempts to constrain the axis' motion along a desired axis. The compensation (comp) table will have values for X, Y, and Z offsets. This compensation table will encompass the extent of the axis' travel and have offsets on even intervals; so for each table entry there is a value indicating the axis' position along its length of travel and its associated dX, dY, dZ compensation amount. The machine will insert this compensation on top of the commanded position, moving all three primary prismatic axes so that motion along an axis, the X-axis for instance, is constrained to only the prescribed Xaxis. This compensation is "invisible" to the NC programmer and machine operator. This method is well documented by Freeman et. al [2] . As Freeman points out there are shortcomings to this method. First, this method leaves out the possibility of compensating the tool-point motion for machines that are not prismatic, such as four and five axis mills, articulated arms and other unique kinematic arrangements. As Freeman points out, the methods for attaining the required data can be very time consuming resulting in machine downtime in excess of a week. Additionally this method does not accurately account for the tool-point orientation as only linear offsets are applied to the model even though we know that most linear displacements are due to angular deflections multiplied by an arm. For rotary axes, the machine manufacturer is left with a solution that could ensure the axis move extremely precisely in one dimension, but no way to account for the other five degrees of freedom (2 axis orientation and the XYZ Cartesian offset). Because of this it was important to ensure that the revolute axis was physically orthogonal to the base coordinate system and the links prior to it and that it moved extremely precisely in its envelope without compensation. This involved the assembly, measurement, disassembly, grinding of custom spacers and repeat until satisfied of the revolute axis in question. Kinematic link offsets are not accounted for in this system and NC programs typically command machine axis positions and not part coordinates.
TOOL-POINT, TOOL-CENTER-POINT (TCP) AND TOOL-TIP
The tool-point or tool-center-point, refers to CNC machine systems where the program for the part is specified in an arbitrary coordinate system that is convenient for the NC programmer. Instead of the NC program directly commanding physical axis positions, the NC program commands values of X,Y,Z,A,B,C or, for five axis machines, X,Y,Z,I,J,K that are relative to the coordinate system of their choice. A series of transforms and inverse kinematics equations calculate the necessary machine axis positions to ensure that the machine follows the path desired. These calculations are performed real-time on the CNC during part program execution. All Electroimpact equipment since in 1996 has been tool-point controlled. Therefore, Electroimpact equipment has always had a kinematic chain of sorts and a back solution to match. What we lacked was a comprehensive kinematic chain that included compensation and a software tool to "solve" for the kinematic parameters.
An additional advantage of tool-tip NC programing is that since these machines account for their individual peculiarities of construction, a single NC program can be run across a line of machines without change. For multi-machine cells and for a company with more than one of a type of machine making a given part, this allows a common data set for the part-program regardless of the number of machines that may be used to manufacture it. In the multi-machine cell, this allows a program originally intended to be run on one machine to be run on another machine in the cell when required without any modification to the part program. In section 41 we have a left and a right hand machine, one on each side of the part. The part programs are completely interchangeable between the two machines. 
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO KINEMATICS AND COMPENSATION
In 2001, after suffering through a few machine setups, even one that involved a 5 axis machine that drove along an "X" axis that was comprised of straight and curved rail sections, it became apparent that an integrated method of machine kinematics and compensation would give our company a distinct advantage during machine setup. The system needed to achieve the following goals:
1)
Fully account for all possible machine axis arrangements, accounting for the position and orientation of one axis to the next organized into a single readable .xml file.
2)
Be flexible and simple so that any engineer could devise his own kinematic chain for any serial link kinematic arrangement he might desire.
3)
Insert compensation into the kinematic chain where the deflection/anomaly occurred.
4)
Precisely account for tool-point orientation. An often forgotten detail by many compensation methods.
5)
Require as few observations (tracker measurements) as possible.
7)
Optimization would be based on the forward kinematic solution with an off the shelf commercial optimizer eliminating the need for a custom solving solution for each iteration of a kinematic chain.
8)
Lastly, once a method was developed for achieving the accuracy results we desired, a clear path would remain for re-qualifying the machine after some time had passed.
We will detail the implementation of a system that largely meets these goals below.
The Kinematic Chain
The file defining the kinematics for Electroimpact machines has the following main sections: Variables and Transforms. The variables are user defined, and are used as arguments later in the Transforms section. Variables can be either solved for by the Electroimpact Solver or used as axis arguments to set the position of a given axis to be used in the forward kinematics.
Variables
There are currently three types of variables: Static, Machine Axes and Comp Tables.
Static:

Figure 2
The static variables in Figure 2 are the simplest of all variable types. They define a name and a value. The static variables are comprised of two types: variables that have the keyword 'Hide = "true"' and those that don't. If the variable is not hidden, it is a variable that can be modified during the optimizing stage. The variables with the 'Hide="true"' are not intended to be modified during optimization, and in this specific case, these are used to define the various tool-point offsets of the probe head ( Figure 14) . Typically we measure up to four different locations on the probing head during parts of the data collection. We do this to establish orientation of the tool-tip with respect to the FRS (Figure 8 ). These variables have an established value and will not modified during the optimization process.
Machine Axes: Figure 3 Machine axis variables are shown in Figure 3 . These variables provide a way to define a machine axis. The variable name, or machine axis name, is user definable. We use Xm, Ym, Zm, Cpm, Am, Bm, Cm as our machine axis variable names. Prismatic axes are assumed. If the axis is rotary, then rotary = "true" is specified. If the axis rolls over continuously, rollover = "true" is necessary to avoid discontinuities in the compensation table at the rollover point. 1.0 is added to scalefactor and the raw machine axis position is multiplied by this scaler before returning a value in the transforms section described later ( Figure 5 & Figure 6 ). The last axis in the list is called TP. This is used in the kinematic chain to determine which tool-point offset to use. Remember the offsets are defined in the Static Variable section above (TP2 for example has arguments TP2X, TP2Y, TP2Z). For every axis defined above, our software looks to see if a comp table (Figure 4) is defined for the axis. Here, the Am axis comp table is shown. Each station defines seven variables. The loc variable indicates the machine axis position where this set of X, Y, Z, rX, rY, rZ variables apply. When the machine axis is between stations, a linear interpolation occurs. To access any of these six variables in the transform chain, the following form is used:
Compensation Tables:
For X, Y, and Z: l<axisname>X, l<axisname>Y and l<axisname>Z…or in the case of Am: lAmx, lAmy, lAmz.
For rX, rY and rZ: r<axisname>X, r<axisname>Y and r<axisname>Z…or in the case of Am: rAmx, rAmy, rAmz.
These comp table values can be used anywhere in the kinematic chain. Generally these variables are intended to define the orientation of the axis at this position along its travel and any translations that may have occurred at this location. Occasionally it makes sense to use a variable further up or down the chain. An example is in the case of a post mill with a cantilever Z axis. As the Z arm is extended the moment about the X axis will change. Often times, it is kinematically correct to place the rZmx (rotation due to the Z machine axis about the X axis) at the same location where we account for the Y axis orientation. This effectively models the kinematic effect of deflection about the X axis due to the changing moment that occurs due to Z axis motion where the center of rotation is near the origin of the Y axis. If the center of rotation is closer to the origin of the Z axis, then rZmx would be in its normal spot in the kinematic chain at the point where the Y axis "hangs-on" to the Z axis.
Transform Chain
Several of Electroimpact's AFP machines share the same kinematic chain. This is Linear, Linear, Linear, Rotary, Rotary, Rotary, Rotary. The axis names are Xm, Ym, Zm, Cpm, Am, Bm, Cm. In one case, Cpm, Am, Bm and Cm are not orthogonal to each other, however, the kinematic chain is still valid for this machine.
Electroimpact's software accepts two types of transforms. One is called sixdof (six-degree-of-freedom) and the other DH (Dennavit-Hartenberg).
Sixdof:
Figure 5
The transform chain above is built from the sixdof transform. The sixdof transform has six arguments. In a single transform we can define a three axis translation and a three axis orientation. The following matrix in Equation 1 defines the sixdof you see above. It has arguments X, Y, Z, rX, rY, and rZ: Equation 1 This transform performs first a translation and then an orientation. So if you look carefully at Figure 5 you will see that first a link is orientated in one transform and then translated in the next transform. If you look specifically at transforms n1 and n2 from Figure 5 : 
Dennavit-Hartenberg:
Besides the sixdof, the software also supports the DH transform matrix notation. Below is the same chain represented in DH form: The following matrix (Equation 2) defines the DH you see above. It has arguments d, Θ, α and "a" and executed in the following order d -a translation along the Z axis, Θ -a rotation about the z axis, α -a rotation about the X axis and finally "a" -a translation along the X axis: Each of the kinematic chains above essentially define the same kinematic chain. The arguments in the chain are defined in the various sections above. The static variables, the axis variable and the comp tables are all represented in these kinematic chains.
In both the sixdof transform method and the DH method, as many arguments as possible are packed into each transform resulting in fewer total transforms and reducing the number of matrix products required to achieve a forward solution.
State Matrix
The 4x4 matrix resulting in multiplying the above series of transforms together is often referred to as the state matrix. In this matrix, the full 6-DOF (six-degree-of-freedom) representation of the machine's tool-point state is defined. The upper left 3x3 defines the orientation of the tool-tip and upper three elements of the far right column represent the tooltip's position (X,Y,Z).
In the Euler angle set where rX, rY, rZ is the specified order of operations with displacement X, Y, Z we have the following matrix:
Any value in the fixed reference system (FRS - Figure 8 ) can be fully represented by this matrix. Typically our customers chose to define a point in the part program as X, Y, Z, A, B, C, where A, B, C are the Euler angle set 1 such that A is a rotation about the X axis, B about the rotated Y axis and C about the rotated Z axis. The arguments in a Gcode line are formed into the above state matrix. In most cases, an additional 6-DOF transform is used to correlate the part-program to the fixed reference system. This is known as a rigid body transform.
MEASUREMENT METHOD FRS -Fixed Reference System
Figure 8 -Fixed Reference System (FRS). The FRS is embededed into the the concrete floor and is used as the base coordinate system.
A series of SMR (Spherical Mounted Retro-reflector) nests is embedded into the concrete floor. These nests are positioned approximately in a 1 meter grid. A convenient coordinate system is established and each of the SMR nests is given a value relative to this system. Any time a tracker is used, it will be located relative to the FRS. Furthermore, all machine kinematics will have a forward solution into the FRS and a back solution from the FRS to the required machine axis positions. This is our common coordinate system. All devices in the cell will share this base reference system (An example is the laser projectors used for inspection and part locating [3] ).
Probehead, laser tracker, active target: The machine shown in Figure 9 has a removable AFP head. During machine compensation the AFP head is removed in favor of a probe head similar to the one shown. This probe head has a similar weight and CG as the AFP head. The toolpoint offset to the active target is very nearly the same as the application point (or nip point) of the AFP head. Arrayed around the active target is a series of SMR nests. These nests are valued relative to the tool changer datum surface. When tracking, we use the active target to capture values for the tool-point and four of the other nests to establish orientation.
Tracker Trigger
Besides causing less machine cell interruption, it is imperative to collect tracker data quickly to ensure a clean data set. Electroimpact has developed an integrated tracker trigger for this purpose. The tracker trigger software relays messages from the CNC to Spatial Analyzer and from Spatial Analyzer back to the CNC. Therefore the CNC can indicate to Spatial Analyzer that it is time to take a point and Spatial Analyzer can relay the fact that the point was taken to the CNC. This software works over TCP-IP and is a closed loop system. The tracker trigger records machine axis positions from the CNC and the associated tracker measurement. This allows for extremely consistent data collection that takes the least amount of time possible, eliminating many of the errors that can occur during tracking. The data set that we find works well is organized into four types: linear axis station data, rotary axis station data, random data and check data.
Data Collected for Solving
Linear Axis Station Data:
Linear axis station data ( Figure 11 ) is taken on every station defined in the comp table. We will solve for the specific X, Y, Z, rX, rY, rZ of each axis at these "stations". As stated earlier, typically the rX, rY, rZ comp table elements ( Figure 12 ) are used to orient the machine axis and the X, Y, Z elements are used to account for any linear offsets that occur. Data is collected in a way to ensure that we get strong indications of how the individual axis' motion affects the position and orientation of the tool-point and on how the variables in the kinematic chain can be optimized to account this effect. 
Rotary Axis Station Data:
Similar to the linear axis station data, the rotary axis station data is taken only on the specific stations indicated in the axis' compensation table. The rotary axis station data differs from the linear axis station data by its inability to get strong indications of the axis orientation by taking data from a single location on the probe head. The A, B, C station data is taken at least three times. For each run an SMR is located in a different SMR nest on the probe head ( Figure 14) . The geometry of the SMR nests is sufficient to ensure an orientation measurement uncertainty of approximately 0.014°. Remember that this is measured in the three primary angles (rX, rY, rZ) at the tool-point. 0.014° ensures a deviation of less than .002" across an 8" tool. Shown in Figure 15 , the large sample of completely random data represents the machining envelope of the machine in both position and orientation.
Check Data:
Figure 16 -Distribution of random check data and bowtie check data
Check data includes both a randomly generated bowtie, as seen in Figure 9 , which does not change the orientation of the probe head. This bowtie allows us to isolate linear axis motion from rotary axis motion. The random data is full six-degreeof-freedom data that truly represents the six-degree-offreedom machining envelope.
RESULTS
Before getting too excited about the results of this machine, it is important to first take a look at the accuracy capability of the measuring stick. In this case to collect the tool-point position data for this data set, an API (Automated Precision Inc.) Radian tracker was used. In ideal conditions the expected measurement uncertainty is just over 0.004" for a volume this size. When we collect a good clean data set we usually stop trying to improve the solved solution at about 2x this uncertainty. So, using 0.004" as the measurement uncertainty, one should expect the ability to position the machine randomly in the envelope at about 0.008" uncertainty. In nearly all cases we are able to meet this criteria. The example that follows is no exception. In the following figures in this section, we show how the kinematic chain develops as we solve for different kinematic variables. Finally, at the end we show the results in our check data. Remember that check data is comprised of randomly selected points in the machining envelope that were not evaluated during the optimization process. The chart titles in Figure 17 may be a little difficult to comprehend immediately, but they are easily decipherable. Xm | Xerr is the X error plotted vs Xm (or X machine) position. For all charts, the error is in inches unless otherwise noted. The Axis position is in mm (prismatic) or degrees (revolute), unless otherwise noted.
Solve Status after Adjusting Basic Parameters
It is clear from this data that a rotation about the X axis prior to the Y axis results as the moment about X changes due to Z motion. This is evidenced by the X shaped plot in Xm | Yerr and Ym | Yerr and by the slanted line in the Zm | Yerr graphs. Since the Am to Bm and Cm to tool-point link lengths are optimized and the charts remain very messy, it is evident that the rotary axes are not particularly orthogonal. The charts in Figure 18 show the results after solving for parameters accounting for the orientation of each axis and also account for the moment about the X axis due to Zm motion. Here we see an order of magnitude improvement in the uncertainty of position amplitude. 
Solve Status after Applying Full Compensation
The charts in Figure 19 show the result of optimization of all kinematic parameters, including link offsets, axis to axis orientation, axis scaling and finally compensation tables: 
Check data results
Unlike the data taken for compensation, the data in Figure 20 and Figure 21 is not used during the optimization of kinematic parameters. This data represents the ability of the machine to perform throughout the machining envelope.
Figure 20 -Bowtie test results (check data)
As we eluded to earlier, we are able to optimize parameters such that the forward solution results in an accuracy of 2x the measurement uncertainty, or in this case .008".
Figure 21 -Random test results (check data)
Again, even when moving the machine randomly in position and orientation, we are able to achieve tool-point uncertainty of approximately .008". In this case we have no error data greater than .007".
Orientation Considerations
When we take data for the rotary axes, we measure at least three positions on the probe head. This ensures that we account for the pointing ability of the machine. The geometry of these positions on the probe head is designed so that given an uncertainty of 0.004" we can establish tool-tip orientation uncertainty of less than 0.014 degrees. The system described in this paper directly measures the orientation of the tool tip as a result of machine motion including all six (or more) axes as they exist in the physical kinematic chain instead of measuring each individual rotational axis and not knowing the actual orientation of the tool tip. Because our mathematical kinematic chain accounts for six degree of freedom physical axes' position, they need not be physically orthogonal and we will still achieve excellent six degree of freedom tool tip accuracy. If you examine Appendix 2, you will find that none of the physical machine axes are particularly orthogonal to each other or the FRS. It is an extreme amount of work to make them "perfectly" orthogonal and a huge waste of time. In fact, in one case our rotary axes are purposely not orthogonal. For this machine the included angle between axes is approximately 50
degrees. This configuration proves to be just as accurate as machines with more "ideal" kinematic arrangements. Since the Often times, we see machine specifications that call out rotary axis accuracy of 10 arc-seconds. These specifications are missing the point. An axis that can rotate precisely about an arbitrary axis does not necessarily create a machine that has excellent tool-tip orientation. There are many other factors that affect the actual tool-tip accuracy in both linear position and orientation. It is much more effective to quantify the orientation capability (and the linear for that matter) of the machine at the tool-tip…the ultimate point of application.
In the case of automated-fiber-placement, it is critical that the orientation of the tool-point is accurate or unwanted puckers and steering in the carbon fiber tow will occur. The author has seen the resulting layups on complex multicurvature geometry completed by equipment where tool-tip orientation was not carefully considered during the machine accuracy phase and in these cases much greater puckering and steering in the layup was easily observed with the naked eye when compared to layups created by machines calibrated with the system we developed for this purpose.
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
Although the machining volume of the Section 41 machine is extreme in both 3 axis Cartesian coordinates and 3 axis orientation, Electroimpact engineers can quickly collect the data necessary to find the kinematic parameters required to achieve exceptional machine accuracy. By understanding the limitations of the measurement device being used, in this case a tracker, our engineers know when good enough is good enough. In the example described in this paper, the tracker uncertainty was a little greater than 0.004" and the worst case positional error collected in check data as measured at the tool-tip was less than or equal to 0.008" effectively achieving a machine positional uncertainty of less than two times that of the metrology device used to measure the machine's accuracy. Furthermore, since a good amount of the data taken was observed from three or more points on the probe-head, we are able to achieve an orientation (the other three degrees of freedom in the six-dof world) uncertainty of less than 0.025 degrees.
It is the author's hope that future machine accuracy specifications and testing focus on a machine's ability to deliver accurate performance at the point of action and that all six degrees of freedom are given their due consideration.
The author has seen many examples where machine accuracy specifications are impossible to achieve. Typically these specifications were originally written for three axis machines with machining envelopes of a meter or less cube. These same specifications often require machine uncertainty less than that of the device used to measure them.
Finally, I would like to thank my able colleagues Scott Smith, Justin Neilson, Rick Calawa, Josh Cemenska and Russ DeVlieg for their many valuable inputs along the way. Working on a parallel path, Russ DeVlieg has taken 6-axis articulated arm robot compensation to a level that rivals the accuracy of purpose built drilling machines [9] . If you find this paper useful, then it is because of their contributions to my understanding over my past 20 years at Electroimpact.
NOMENCLATURE
Tool-tip, Tool-Center-Point, Tool-Point: the point of contact of a machine and the part it is creating.
6dof: six degree of freedom transform describing the Cartesian X, Y, Z position and the three Euler angles defining orientation.
Serial Kinematic Chain:
A series of transforms that when multiplied together define the state matrix of a machine.
State matrix: the 4x4 transform that in column 4 describes the X, Y, Z Cartesian position of a tool-point and the 3x3 upper left matrix describes the orientation of the tool-tip. Typically NC programmers will program in the rX, rY, rZ Euler angle set. Another set commonly used is the rZ, rX, rZ. In the case of milling machines only two angles are required.
Back Solution:
The mathematical solution for the machine axes to achieve a given state matrix. Typically fully compensated machines have mathematically impossible back-solutions so a simplified machine model is used to estimate the back-solution. Iteration on the forward solution is used to find the positions required.
Forward Solution:
The kinematic chain that describes the state matrix of a machine's tool-tip given the machine axis positions.
Orientation:
The upper 3x3 of a state matrix. This defines the vector along which the machine is pointing. Often times the first column is known as the i vector. The second column j and the third column k.
I, J, K programming:
A dated way of representing the orientation of the tool-tip in a five axis machine. I, J, K are actually the elements of the unit vector k.
Active Target: A product developed by API. This device is effectively an SMR that points back at the laser tracker beam. This device is extremely useful when tracking large envelope machines with large orientation envelopes. Shown in Figure  22 is the Electroimpact Active Target.
Figure 22 -Justin Nielson, active target before the API active target. Armed with cowboy boots and a harness, Justin was sport enough to ride this crazy huge machine and turn the tracker ball toward the laser tracker and his batteries never ran out! Although we got good results with this method, the API active target is a much better instrument for this purpose. Luckily, Justin makes a much better engineer than the active target ever could. We have come a long way in the past 10 years!
APPENDIX Appendix 1: Complete machine kinematic file before optimization
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <EITransform> <variables> <static multiply="10000.0"> <_Debug value="False" /> <ymrxoff value="0.0000" /> <ymrzoff value="0.0000" /> <zmrxoff value="0.0000" /> <zmryoff value="0.0000" /> <c1rxoff value="0.0000" /> <c1ryoff value="0.0000" /> <c1rzoff value="0.0000" /> <c1x value="0.0000" /> <c1y value="0.0000" /> <amrxoff value="0.0000" /> <amryoff value="90.0000" note="90 beginning value" /> <amrzoff value="0.0000" /> <lAx value="200.1404" /> <lAy value="0.0" /> <bmrxoff value="-90.0000" note="-90 beginning value" /> <bmryoff value="0.0000" /> <bmrzoff value="0.0000" /> <lBx value="-427.6165" /> <lBy value="0.0" /> <cmrxoff value="90.0000" note="90 beginning value" /> <cmryoff value="-90.0000" note="-90 beginning value" /> <cmrzoff value="0.0000" /> <lCx value="0.0000" /> <lCy value="0.0000" /><station loc="12500" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="12750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="13000" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="13250" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="13500" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="13750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="14000" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="14250" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="14500" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="14750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="15000" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="15250" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="15500" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="15750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="16000" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="16250" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="16500" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="16750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="17000" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="17250" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="17500" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="17750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="18000" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="18250" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="18500" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="18750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="19000" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="19250" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="19500" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="19750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="20000" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> </table> <table axis="Ym"> <station loc="-2700" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-2535" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-2370" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-2205" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-2040" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-1875" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-1710" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-1545" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-1380" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-1215" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-1050" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-885" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-720" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-555" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-390" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-225" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-60" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="105" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="270" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="435" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="600" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="765" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="930" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1095" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1260" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1425" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1590" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1755" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1920" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2085" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2250" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2415" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2580" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2745" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2910" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3075" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3240" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3405" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3570" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3735" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3900" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> </table> <table axis="Zm"> <station loc="-975" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-860" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-745" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-630" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-515" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-400" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-285" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-170" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-55" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="60" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="175" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="290" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="405" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="520" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="635" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="750" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="865" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="980" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1095" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1210" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1325" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1440" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1555" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1670" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1785" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="1900" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2015" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2130" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2245" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2360" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2475" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2590" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2705" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2820" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="2935" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3050" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3165" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3280" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3395" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3510" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="3625" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> </table> <table axis="Cpm"> <station loc="-90" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="0" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="90" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> </table> <table axis="Am"> <station loc="-90" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-75" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-60" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-45" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-30" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-15" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="0" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="15" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="30" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="45" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> </table> <table axis="Bm"> <station loc="-45" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-30" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="-15" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="0" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="15" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="30" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="45" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> </table> <table axis="Cm"> <station loc="0" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="30" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="60" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="90" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="120" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="150" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="180" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="210" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="240" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="270" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="300" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="330" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> <station loc="360" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="0" /> </table> </comptables> </variables> <TransForms> <sixdof n="1" X="0" Y="0" Z="0" rX="rXmx" rY="rXmy" rZ="rXmz" /> <sixdof n="2" X="Xm+lXmx+xmoff" Y="lXmy" Z="lXmz" rX="rYmx+ymrxoff" rY="rYmy" rZ="rYmz+ymrzoff" /> <sixdof n="3" X="lYmx" Y="Ym+lYmy+ymoff" Z="lYmz" rX="rZmx+zmrxoff+Zm*.0001*Zflex" rY="rZmy+zmryoff" rZ="rZmz" /> <sixdof n="4" X="lZmx" Y="lZmy" Z="Zm+lZmz+zmoff" rX="rCpmx+c1rxoff" rY="rCpmy+c1ryoff" rZ="Cpm+rCpmz+c1rzoff" /> <sixdof n="5" X="lCpmx+c1x" Y="lCpmy+c1y" Z="lCpmz" rX="rAmx+amrxoff" rY="rAmy+amryoff" rZ="Am+amrzoff+rAmz+Sin(Am)*Aflex*0.0001" /> <sixdof n="6" X="lAmx+lAx" Y="lAmy+lAy" Z="lAmz" rX="rBmx+bmrxoff" rY="rBmy+bmryoff" rZ="Bm+rBmz+bmrzoff+Sin(Am)*Sin(Bm)*Bflex*0.0001" /> <sixdof n="7" X="lBmx+lBx" Y="lBmy+lBy" Z="lBmz" rX="rCmx+cmrxoff" rY="rCmy+cmryoff" rZ="Cm+rCmz+cmrzoff" /> <sixdof n="8" X="lCmx+lCx+lTHx+TP2X*(TP=2)+TP4X*(TP=4)+TP3X*(TP=3)+TP10X*(TP=10)" Y="lCmy+lCy+LHMachine*(lTHy+TP2Y*(TP=2)+TP4Y*(TP=4)+TP3Y*(TP=3)+TP10Y*(TP=10))" Z="lCmz+lTHz+TP2Z*(TP=2)+TP4Z*(TP=4)+TP3Z*(TP=3)+TP10Z*(TP=10)" rX="0" rY="0" rZ="rTHz" /> </TransForms> </EITransform> <station loc="13750.0000" X="0.1445" Y="-0.0717" Z="-0.2410" rX="-0.0000069954" rY="-0.0008324208" rZ="0.0000029206" /> <station loc="14000.0000" X="0.1153" Y="-0.0923" Z="-0.1774" rX="-0.0000411677" rY="-0.0004662915" rZ="0.0000885261" /> <station loc="14250.0000" X="0.1549" Y="-0.0957" Z="-0.0726" rX="-0.0000296822" rY="-0.0001324283" rZ="0.0000884705" /> <station loc="14500.0000" X="0.1311" Y="-0.1773" Z="-0.0560" rX="0.0002138175" rY="-0.0001687914" rZ="0.0003581665" /> <station loc="14750.0000" X="0.0831" Y="-0.2713" Z="-0.0651" rX="-0.0000935892" rY="-0.0000698039" rZ="0.0007728265" /> <station loc="15000.0000" X="0.0346" Y="-0.1683" Z="-0.0286" rX="0.0000194932" rY="-0.0000252174" rZ="0.0003910689" /> <station loc="15250.0000" X="0.0682" Y="-0.2639" Z="-0.0384" rX="0.0000063330" rY="-0.0000630570" rZ="0.0007636185" /> <station loc="15500.0000" X="0.0119" Y="-0.3411" Z="-0.0300" rX="-0.0002203944" rY="-0.0000189163" rZ="0.0010883578" /> <station loc="15750.0000" X="0.0404" Y="-0.3910" Z="-0.0189" rX="-0.0000143590" rY="-0.0000358775" rZ="0.0012405122" /> <station loc="16000.0000" X="0.0037" Y="-0.3592" Z="-0.0160" rX="-0.0001672806" rY="-0.0000738630" rZ="0.0011439364" /> <station loc="16250.0000" X="0.0096" Y="-0.5760" Z="-0.0405" rX="-0.0003113735" rY="-0.0000737402" rZ="0.0018552801" /> <station loc="16500.0000" X="-0.0479" Y="-0.5465" Z="-0.0040" rX="-0.0000253682" rY="-0.0000270934" rZ="0.0017248599" /> <station loc="16750.0000" X="0.0286" Y="-0.5098" Z="-0.0538" rX="-0.0004532340" rY="-0.0001136772" rZ="0.0015298929" /> <station loc="17000.0000" X="0.0116" Y="-0.5465" Z="-0.1902" rX="-0.0003893651" rY="-0.0005973802" rZ="0.0017202326" /> <station loc="17250.0000" X="-0.0380" Y="-0.4782" Z="0.0006" rX="0.0000011744" rY="-0.0000524120" rZ="0.0014468657" /> <station loc="17500.0000" X="-0.0744" Y="-0.2501" Z="-0.0035" rX="-0.0001857089" rY="-0.0000378144" rZ="0.0007021863" /> <station loc="17750.0000" X="-0.0451" Y="-0.5152" Z="-0.0829" rX="-0.0004100211" rY="-0.0002491553" rZ="0.0016967432" /> <station loc="18000.0000" X="-0.0380" Y="-0.0278" Z="0.0024" rX="-0.0000408155" rY="-0.0000074784" rZ="0.0001445533" /> <station loc="18250.0000" X="-0.0754" Y="-0.3694" Z="0.0030" rX="-0.0000805890" rY="-0.0000207897" rZ="0.0012768994" /> <station loc="18500.0000" X="-0.0330" Y="-0.7133" Z="0.0057" rX="-0.0000254627" rY="-0.0000320830" rZ="0.0022704243" /> <station loc="18750.0000" X="-0.0755" Y="-0.6351" Z="0.0256" rX="-0.0000564730" rY="-0.0000024997" rZ="0.0019777677" /> <station loc="19000.0000" X="-0.0291" Y="-0.7523" Z="-0.0005" rX="-0.0002091170" rY="-0.0000001582" rZ="0.0023719596" /> <station loc="19250.0000" X="-0.0661" Y="-0.6442" Z="0.0140" rX="-0.0000707226" rY="-0.0000469292" rZ="0.0020652449" /> <station loc="19500.0000" X="-0.0025" Y="-0.6666" Z="-0.0009" rX="0.0000287207" rY="-0.0000238041" rZ="0.0021411131" /> <station loc="19750.0000" X="-0.0501" Y="-0.6761" Z="-0.0027" rX="0.0002794337" rY="-0.0000725689" rZ="0.0022049480" /> <station loc="20000.0000" X="-0.0640" Y="-0.7454" Z="0.1276" rX="0.0002596465" rY="0.0002624499" rZ="0.0024282293" /> </table> <table axis="Ym"> <station loc="-2700.0000" X="0.0784" Y="0.0805" Z="0.0524" rX="0.0005765857" rY="-0.0054342965" rZ="0.0003083351" /> <station loc="-2535.0000" X="0.0818" Y="0.0721" Z="0.0592" rX="0.0006976362" rY="-0.0045963542" rZ="0.0002064865" /> <station loc="-2370.0000" X="0.0394" Y="0.0559" Z="0.0130" rX="0.0007845435" rY="-0.0039370661" rZ="0.0002705755" /> <station loc="-2205.0000" X="0.0723" Y="0.1003" Z="0.0660" rX="0.0006981302" rY="-0.0042437077" rZ="0.0002021324" /> <station loc="-2040.0000" X="0.0490" Y="0.0782" Z="0.0736" rX="0.0008855647" rY="-0.0036181265" rZ="0.0002484178" /> <station loc="-1875.0000" X="0.0761" Y="0.0419" Z="0.0451" rX="0.0000890649" rY="-0.0037544412" rZ="0.0002039890" /> <station loc="-1710.0000" X="0.0591" Y="0.0067" Z="0.0188" rX="-0.0003078528" rY="-0.0033942197" rZ="0.0002838820" /> <station loc="-1545.0000" X="0.0457" Y="0.0450" Z="0.0253" rX="-0.0002700270" rY="-0.0021640792" rZ="0.0001549029" /> <station loc="-1380.0000" X="0.1025" Y="0.0220" Z="0.0420" rX="-0.0001267078" rY="-0.0028025768" rZ="0.0003100157" /> <station loc="-1215.0000" X="0.0621" Y="0.0499" Z="0.0585" rX="-0.0000335920" rY="-0.0017756113" rZ="0.0001026049" /> <station loc="-1050.0000" X="0.0521" Y="0.0147" Z="0.0376" rX="-0.0000229137" rY="-0.0014721171" rZ="0.0001792945" /> <station loc="-885.0000" X="-0.0016" Y="0.0048" Z="0.0399" rX="-0.0006169823" rY="-0.0006905684" rZ="0.0000434686" /> <station loc="-720.0000" X="0.0452" Y="-0.0381" Z="0.0199" rX="-0.0012657997" rY="-0.0007277563" rZ="0.0001161048" /> <station loc="-555.0000" X="0.0105" Y="-0.0837" Z="0.0304" rX="-0.0022204329" rY="-0.0005849288" rZ="0.0000317545" /> <station loc="-390.0000" X="0.0314" Y="-0.0822" Z="0.0247" rX="-0.0016989515" rY="0.0000001235" rZ="0.0000867240" /> <station loc="-225.0000" X="-0.0077" Y="-0.0341" Z="0.0385" rX="-0.0018267930" rY="0.0003813779" rZ="0.0000113990" /> <station loc="-60.0000" X="0.0227" Y="-0.0360" Z="0.0185" rX="-0.0014002876" rY="-0.0000600159" rZ="0.0000154073" /> <station loc="105.0000" X="-0.0142" Y="0.0182" Z="0.0359" rX="-0.0012109963" rY="0.0004857643" rZ="-0.0000049921" /> <station loc="270.0000" X="0.0343" Y="0.0068" Z="0.0261" rX="-0.0014583317" rY="0.0000030320" rZ="-0.0000603520" /> <station loc="435.0000" X="-0.0463" Y="0.0602" Z="0.0456" rX="-0.0007461452" rY="0.0018628203" rZ="-0.0000193895" /> <station loc="600.0000" X="0.0033" Y="0.0047" Z="0.0457" rX="-0.0006606625" rY="0.0011894736" rZ="-0.0001384964" /> <station loc="765.0000" X="-0.0481" Y="0.0197" Z="0.0645" rX="-0.0008079631" rY="0.0024216993" rZ="-0.0000222454" /> <station loc="930.0000" X="-0.0227" Y="-0.0003" Z="0.0692" rX="-0.0015725657" rY="0.0021854855" rZ="-0.0001406300" /> <station loc="1095.0000" X="-0.0557" Y="0.0204" Z="0.0552" rX="-0.0011689065" rY="0.0031441948" rZ="0.0000158859" /> <station loc="1260.0000" X="-0.0431" Y="0.0050" Z="0.0590" rX="-0.0013443244" rY="0.0029802201" rZ="-0.0000914247" /> <station loc="1425.0000" X="-0.0991" Y="0.0400" Z="0.0552" rX="-0.0008618482" rY="0.0040294730" rZ="0.0000659785" /> <station loc="1590.0000" X="-0.0939" Y="0.0303" Z="0.0387" rX="-0.0011058935" rY="0.0043866379" rZ="-0.0000795232" /> <station loc="1755.0000" X="-0.0878" Y="0.0618" Z="0.0472" rX="-0.0007754433" rY="0.0051526381" rZ="0.0001016102" /> <station loc="1920.0000" X="-0.0874" Y="0.0166" Z="0.0711" rX="-0.0015292302" rY="0.0048239798" rZ="-0.0000430804" /> <station loc="2085.0000" X="-0.1037" Y="0.0345" Z="0.0726" rX="-0.0014304173" rY="0.0052799919" rZ="0.0001382662" /> <station loc="2250.0000" X="-0.0795" Y="0.0051" Z="0.0771" rX="-0.0012626578" rY="0.0049645071" rZ="0.0000316938" /> <station loc="2415.0000" X="-0.0983" Y="0.0031" Z="0.1071" rX="-0.0013751674" rY="0.0051340713" rZ="0.0001613951" /> <station loc="2580.0000" X="-0.0804" Y="-0.0230" Z="0.1216" rX="-0.0022539510" rY="0.0051268481" rZ="0.0000382068" /> <station loc="2745.0000" X="-0.0758" Y="-0.0419" Z="0.1728" rX="-0.0026174474" rY="0.0054465257" rZ="0.0001996028" /> <station loc="2910.0000" X="-0.1039" Y="-0.0526" Z="0.1358" rX="-0.0020497752" rY="0.0061204640" rZ="0.0002943071" /> <station loc="3075.0000" X="-0.0754" Y="-0.0478" Z="0.1709" rX="-0.0022294646" rY="0.0060055661" rZ="0.0002864288" /> <station loc="3240.0000" X="-0.1162" Y="-0.0345" Z="0.1262" rX="-0.0017314075" rY="0.0068740628" rZ="0.0004858523" /> <station loc="3405.0000" X="-0.1139" Y="-0.0164" Z="0.1372" rX="-0.0019129361" rY="0.0076011388" rZ="0.0004477899" /> <station loc="3570.0000" X="-0.1377" Y="-0.0162" Z="0.1442" rX="-0.0020202170" rY="0.0079245928" rZ="0.0007136724" /> <station loc="3735.0000" X="-0.1270" Y="-0.0180" Z="0.1771" rX="-0.0019021544" rY="0.0086618316" rZ="0.0006303733" /> <station loc="3900.0000" X="-0.1370" Y="-0.0074" Z="0.1491" rX="-0.0019078202" rY="0.0083213990" rZ="0.0010025745" /> </table> <table axis="Zm"> <station loc="-975.0000" X="0.0658" Y="-0.1248" Z="0.0191" rX="0.0077525075" rY="0.0011148575" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="-860.0000" X="0.0516" Y="0.0280" Z="0.0324" rX="0.0042440064" rY="0.0007807441" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="-745.0000" X="0.0352" Y="0.0736" Z="0.0336" rX="0.0026432750" rY="-0.0001666484" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="-630.0000" X="0.1254" Y="0.0544" Z="0.0645" rX="0.0044584565" rY="0.0030606874" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="-515.0000" X="0.1130" Y="0.0904" Z="0.0520" rX="0.0029387587" rY="0.0025698177" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="-400.0000" X="0.0680" Y="0.0173" Z="0.0615" rX="0.0088975098" rY="0.0019486250" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="-285.0000" X="0.0747" Y="0.1363" Z="0.0495" rX="0.0025074632" rY="0.0017694332" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="-170.0000" X="0.1340" Y="0.0682" Z="0.0652" rX="0.0062652044" rY="0.0048044764" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="-55.0000" X="0.0686" Y="0.1384" Z="0.0685" rX="0.0024600614" rY="0.0010771418" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="60.0000" X="0.1088" Y="0.0838" Z="0.0857" rX="0.0072478372" rY="0.0018472362" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="175.0000" X="0.0538" Y="0.1828" Z="0.0866" rX="-0.0024455776" rY="-0.0000106499" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="290.0000" X="0.0917" Y="0.1491" Z="0.1046" rX="0.0069290658" rY="0.0024537629" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="405.0000" X="0.0936" Y="0.1262" Z="0.0918" rX="0.0088782842" rY="0.0026098312" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="520.0000" X="0.1099" Y="0.1578" Z="0.0997" rX="0.0037242190" rY="0.0057139555" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="635.0000" X="0.0619" Y="0.1420" Z="0.0832" rX="0.0046645920" rY="0.0020892656" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="750.0000" X="0.1195" Y="0.1761" Z="0.0829" rX="0.0096766916" rY="0.0015323003" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="865.0000" X="0.0579" Y="0.1362" Z="0.0744" rX="-0.0016203485" rY="-0.0015956790" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="980.0000" X="0.0898" Y="0.1515" Z="0.0931" rX="0.0037231267" rY="-0.0002559795" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="1095.0000" X="0.0576" Y="0.1376" Z="0.0786" rX="0.0035079813" rY="0.0014508154" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="1210.0000" X="0.0665" Y="0.1564" Z="0.0954" rX="0.0031407318" rY="0.0053278175" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="1325.0000" X="0.0526" Y="0.1165" Z="0.0807" rX="0.0011216581" rY="0.0017013921" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="1440.0000" X="0.1099" Y="0.1193" Z="0.0767" rX="0.0007350621" rY="0.0015944983" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="1555.0000" X="0.0891" Y="0.1698" Z="0.1021" rX="0.0027638994" rY="0.0009132768" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="1670.0000" X="0.1719" Y="0.1281" Z="0.1210" rX="0.0018520996" rY="-0.0022104352" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="1785.0000" X="0.0837" Y="0.1276" Z="0.0878" rX="0.0018593265" rY="0.0008153966" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="1900.0000" X="0.1200" Y="0.0987" Z="0.1084" rX="0.0001540979" rY="0.0004306954" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2015.0000" X="0.0618" Y="0.1140" Z="0.0948" rX="-0.0000669694" rY="0.0007609775" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2130.0000" X="0.0633" Y="0.1847" Z="0.1258" rX="0.0016724068" rY="0.0005379250" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2245.0000" X="0.0544" Y="0.1053" Z="0.0954" rX="0.0002125090" rY="0.0002550245" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2360.0000" X="0.0782" Y="0.1234" Z="0.1199" rX="-0.0000374921" rY="0.0002282873" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2475.0000" X="0.0605" Y="0.1008" Z="0.0962" rX="-0.0000109228" rY="-0.0000077385" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2590.0000" X="0.0987" Y="0.0929" Z="0.1018" rX="0.0000015672" rY="0.0002179220" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2705.0000" X="0.0616" Y="0.0693" Z="0.1039" rX="0.0000081807" rY="0.0000570147" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2820.0000" X="0.0989" Y="0.0747" Z="0.1211" rX="-0.0000068381" rY="-0.0000898350" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="2935.0000" X="0.0653" Y="0.0646" Z="0.1290" rX="0.0000546478" rY="0.0000415697" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="3050.0000" X="0.0674" Y="0.0827" Z="0.1340" rX="0.0000361899" rY="0.0000093350" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="3165.0000" X="0.0565" Y="0.0789" Z="0.0996" rX="-0.0000126320" rY="0.0000076583" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="3280.0000" X="0.0464" Y="0.0469" Z="0.1242" rX="-0.0001174258" rY="0.0000214348" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="3395.0000" X="0.0253" Y="0.0864" Z="0.1098" rX="-0.0000878438" rY="0.0000477296" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="3510.0000" X="0.0274" Y="0.0869" Z="0.1114" rX="-0.0000077893" rY="0.0000430076" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="3625.0000" X="0.0082" Y="0.3623" Z="0.0718" rX="0.0051872390" rY="0.0000916791" rZ="0.0000000000" /> </table> <table axis="Cpm"> <station loc="-90.0000" X="0.0000" Y="0.0000" Z="0.0000" rX="0.0000000000" rY="0.0000000000" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="0.0000" X="0.0000" Y="0.0000" Z="0.0000" rX="0.0000000000" rY="0.0000000000" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="90.0000" X="0.0000" Y="0.0000" Z="0.0000" rX="0.0000000000" rY="0.0000000000" rZ="0.0000000000" /> </table> <table axis="Am"> <station loc="-45.0000" X="0.1267" Y="0.2164" Z="0.0608" rX="-0.0060094776" rY="0.0188710152" rZ="-0.0054453390" /> <station loc="-30.0000" X="0.0726" Y="0.0504" Z="0.0551" rX="-0.0027662199" rY="0.0026468713" rZ="0.0062629346" /> <station loc="-15.0000" X="0.0663" Y="0.0031" Z="0.0359" rX="-0.0014255223" rY="0.0050150053" rZ="0.0109959943" /> <station loc="0.0000" X="0.0209" Y="-0.1470" Z="0.0095" rX="0.0011229070" rY="0.0045997045" rZ="0.0340840040" /> <station loc="15.0000" X="0.0655" Y="-0.0607" Z="0.0786" rX="0.0006165971" rY="-0.0011383463" rZ="0.0239200682" /> <station loc="30.0000" X="0.0350" Y="-0.0919" Z="0.1269" rX="0.0024772491" rY="-0.0039949699" rZ="0.0311243897" /> <station loc="45.0000" X="-0.2241" Y="-0.3658" Z="0.1475" rX="0.0287940504" rY="0.0022754838" rZ="-0.0007607132" /> <station loc="60.0000" X="0.0000" Y="0.0000" Z="0.0000" rX="0.0000000000" rY="0.0000000000" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="75.0000" X="0.0000" Y="0.0000" Z="0.0000" rX="0.0000000000" rY="0.0000000000" rZ="0.0000000000" /> <station loc="90.0000" X="0.0000" Y="0.0000" Z="0.0000" rX="0.0000000000" rY="0.0000000000" rZ="0.0000000000" /> </table> <table axis="Bm"> <station loc="-45.0000" X="0.0154" Y="-0.1702" Z="-0.0671" rX="-0.0116966148" rY="0.0183682595" rZ="0.0233202070" /> <station loc="-30.0000" X="0.0702" Y="-0.0242" Z="0.0076" rX="-0.0029396215" rY="0.0208110408" rZ="0.0000032563" /> <station loc="-15.0000" X="0.0335" Y="-0.0632" Z="0.0128" rX="-0.0064571934" rY="0.0176063965" rZ="0.0000891689" />
